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About This Game

Join Pupuru, a hard working student, on a delectable roguelike adventure filled with excitement, humour, thrills and all the curry
you can eat as you quest to save your favourite local curry restaurant from being swallowed up by the big bad curry chain that's

moved into town!

Take part in a meaty dungeon-crawling quest to discover four ultimate ingredients needed to make the "Legendary Magic
Curry"! Explore dungeons that change shape each time you visit them, battle crazy creatures, collect items and cook up a curry

to boost your characters! Can you save the town of Smile Curry, or will you never again eat your favourite spicy dish?!

· Quest for Curry - Arm yourself, stock up on Skills and then venture forth into the many dungeons, filled with weird and
wonderful monsters, handy items and - of course - the freshest curry ingredients!

· Share your curry with "friends" - A strange quest needs a strange group of companions! Share your food with your gluttonous
but brave friend, Kuu, to power him up, hang out with Puni, servant of the Great Curry God and ignore the attentions of

Gigidos, the ever-so-slightly creepy Dark Lord of the Netherworld.

· Behold, the Power of Curry! – Create delicious curry dishes from the ingredients you find in the ever-changing dungeons to
boost your stats, or throw your cooking failures at your enemies to nerf their abilities!
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Title: Sorcery Saga: Curse of the Great Curry God
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Idea Factory
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: 2.13GHz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: XAudio2 compatible sound card

English,Japanese
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TLDR: If you're really willing to invest $5 in a TERRIBLE game, go for it. But you really won't have much fun.

It's... bad. The story is difficult to follow. It looks hidious. It has horrible shapes. Everything is just boxes and triangles. No
round shapes. Tons of aliasing on the graphics as well. The cutscenes are ugly as **** The fighting is pretty bad. When enemies
hit you, you get stunned for a split second. You have to spam attack and constantly move backwards and forwards to make sure
the enemy won't hit you, or you will die really quickly. The enemies don't drop enough coins for you to both buy a lot of health
potions (no regeneration) and get some decent weapon. The audio quality is low. Pressing Ecsape instantly closes the game. You
can't die more than 5 times on a level, or you have to play it all over again. It's not fun at all. And I imagine Avenged fans who
don't play video games ofren will be even more frustrated.

Oh, and these powerful premium swords they were talking about in the trailers? Steam has no in-app purchases like mobiles, so
you can't actually buy these swords, extra lives, or extra gold.

I have no idea what dev A7X hired to make this game, but that dev should lose the rights to make any game ever again. They are
either very incompetent, or very lazy. If Avenged wasn't involved, this game would get absolutely no sales at all. It's like
something from 2002.

I really love Avenged and their music, but good graphics and working mechanics will always be a number 1 in video games for
me. And this game simply doesn't have either one.. Mildly entertaining, but very low-tech, as you can see from the video.

The main thing I didn't like was that the dialogue itself (which is literally the entire game) is not proofread. There are frequent
grammar errors. The game feels like it was written by a single person with little to no thought put into what would make the story
better. It's not terrible, it's just not very well-thought-out.. A think a dollar per minute is a little much for any VR experience. Yeah
this looks cool, but there are plenty of free VR apps that look even better. Not worth the price tag for a 10 minute experience..
Awsme game with some really cool environment, gameplay and music.
Pros:
+ Competitive and unique boss fights
+ Unique missions with very low rate of repetition
+ Good sidekicks
+ Alot of guns to use and upgrade

Cons:
- Simple controls but user needs time to get used to it. (don't think it's completely negative point)
- Some balancing is needed specially in boss fights.
- Some back story before tutorial should be good to involve player more in game.. A very hilarious party game to play with friends
that's sometimes unfair for certain players, but that's part of the fun. It's a bit like a physics-based Smash Bros. Has excellent
workshop support for near infinite stages.. Shantae is a really fun series. The platforming and action work really well and the
games are clearly built with care and aesthetics in mind.

This one was originally released as DSiWare and on iOS and the graphics do show it as a mobile port, but if you can get past that it
plays well and is a great action platformer.
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The movement and controls are flawless which is a big part of why i love this series. The story and characters are goofy and well
designed. I've yet to beat the game, but from what I've played already it is fun and I am definitely gonna run through the whole
game.. I installed that game, just for fun - and i had some fun and I think I will keep on playing.
Also looking forward to the next Update, lets see what that will bring with it.

If you want some fun-gameplay, buy it :). 5/10 and only recommended if it's under $10.

A very simple walking simulator with an OK plot and a few puzzles. The plot is interesting although I was able to figure it out well
before the big reveal at the end. There are not many puzzles, so don't be looking for a Myst or Soma-like experience. You will need
an occasional key or tool, but for the most part, you spend you time walking around, clicking on the few items that you can interact
with, and zooming into things that will trigger the next phase of the game. It's not other games since you need to do certain things
(even just retrace your steps) to trigger something like a door unlocking. It is mildly scary with a few jump scares, but this game does
not have a monster that you must hide from while completing your tasks.

You can finish it in under 5 hours, and much of that will be spent walking back and forth. The wandering around and
backtracking aspect of the game was annoying to me, as well as the lack of logic in what the triggers were to allow me to proceed.
The menu interface is bewildering, and there is no save option, so you have to reach the next chapter in order for progress to be
saved.

It's an OK use of a few hours of your time, so I would only buy it when it is steeply discounted.. While ambitious in it's feature set.
with zero patches since the first. I can't recommend this over Snow.. This is a bad copy of farming simulator. You can't exit a
vehicle to continue the tutorial if you remap your keys, so do not remap the keys. You will be stuck. You can hire workers to do most
of the work for you, and the work completes instantly so you don't really have to do much which takes away from the game, you
don't even need the equipment to hire workers to do the work.
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I PERSONALY like this game, as it has everything I like: Chicken as playable character, guns, shooting chickens and a non-
serious gameplay.
HOWEVER I bought it 0,49€, and I think this is the right price, because it is a poor game overall. There are only two modes,
two enemies (at least for the first waves) and you can just shoot and throw granades. You can change weapon by buying them
after a looot of time. I think this should be signed as alpha, as it seems really empty. Don't buy it at full price. Its a good game a
bit rough on the guns but it looks good. "It takes time to make a good game" -Steven Hawking. Well ill give it some time I guess
have a good day. I like how they make hand drawn graphics and voice acting that is super cute.
This game is perfectly suitable for 3-years + kid for training memory and attention.. seams like hello neighbor but more strange.
It's nowhere near finished, but it's still a very satisfying game once you get the hang of it.
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